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Anchor General Insurance Company Selects ACD for AutoLink® Claims
Workflow Solution

Anchor General Insurance Company has selected ACD’s AutoLink® material damage
workflow platform to deliver increased efficiency and streamline operations.

Carlsbad, CA (PRWEB) October 31, 2016 -- ACD, a leading claims technology, decision support, advisory and
service network aggregator to the property and casualty industry today announced that Anchor General
Insurance Company has selected ACD’s AutoLink® material damage workflow platform to deliver increased
efficiency and streamline operations.

“We at ACD are very excited to bring our entire suite of solutions to Anchor General and help them drive
customer satisfaction and deliver tools that can dramatically improve the claims process,” stated Ernie Bray,
CEO of ACD.

“We decided upon ACD after considering a variety of available options,” stated Joe L. Kaiser, CPCU, AGIC's
Vice President of Claims. “ACD offers a compelling all-in-one solution that aligns well with our philosophy of
increasing efficiency and delivering great service to our customers.”

ACD’s AutoLink® platform and integrated solutions connect insurers with a modern, scalable on-demand
solution that covers the entire material damage process. ACD’s ability to deliver customization and workflow
optimization has elevated the company as an industry leader in technology. ACD was just recently named by
Entrepreneur Magazine’s Entrepreneur 360™ as one of the “Best Entrepreneurial Companies In America” and
was named to Inc. Magazine’s Inc. 5000 for the sixth year in August.

“Our driven focus on process improvement has helped so many insurers that once they see we have every tool
from mobile self-service virtual claims processing to traditional appraisals, DRP, CollisionSelect™ and salvage
all wrapped up in a comprehensive unified platform, they become huge fans. We eliminate the fragmented
patchwork processes that drive up costs and concentrate on digitizing the claims process with on-demand
claims solutions,” added Bray.

About ACD

In an era of connectivity and rapid change, ACD's AutoLink® claims workflow platform is a market leader in
innovation that connects and unifies a fragmented auto insurance claims industry with digitally empowered
solutions. ACD, an award-winning company, has been ranked four years on Deloitte's Technology Fast-500 of
North America and six times on the INC. 5000. ACD's technology and claims service group has processed over
$3B in claims, smoothing the way for insurers and their customers. ACD is a leading technology firm located in
Carlsbad. For more information visit ACD www.acdcorp.com.
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Contact Information
Brian Bray
AutoClaims Direct Inc.
+1 619-518-2393

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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